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Set #4

Due Wednesday September 23, 2009
Problems (from Dr. Song):
1. Pozar, p. 217 problem 4.9. 
2. Pozar, p. 217 problem 4.16. 
3. Pozar, p. 218 problem 4.17.
4. Pozar, p. 218 problem 4.19.

Computer Oriented Problems (from Dr. Wickert):
5. ADS *.SnP Files: Work Pozar 4.17 in ADS by creating a file of S-parameter

data file corresponding to the given matrix. See ADS_Session4.pdf/mov
for more details. The early (1986) microwave CAD software, Touchstone, estab-
lished a data file format for s-parameter data known as .SnP. The file name
extension indicates the data type (S) and the number of ports (n). For a 4-port
network the *.s4p file is configured in one of the following formats:

# frequency_unit S MA R impedance

freq magS11 angS11 magS12 angS12 magS13 angS13 magS14 angS14 ! 1st row
     magS21 angS21 magS22 angS22 magS23 angS23 magS24 angS24 ! 2nd row
     magS31 angS31 magS32 angS32 magS33 angS33 magS34 angS34 ! 3rd row
     magS41 angS41 magS42 angS42 magS43 angS43 magS44 angS44 ! 4th row
# frequency_unit S RI R impedance
freq reS11 imS11 reS12 imS12 reS13 imS13 reS14 imS14 ! 1st row
     reS21 imS21 reS22 imS22 reS23 imS23 reS24 imS24 ! 2nd row
     reS31 imS31 reS32 imS32 reS33 imS33 reS34 imS34 ! 3rd row
     reS41 imS41 reS42 imS42 reS43 imS43 reS44 imS44 ! 4th row
# frequency_unit S DB R impedance
freq dbS11 angS11 dbS12 angS12 dbS13 angS13 dbS14 angS14 ! 1st row
     dbS21 angS21 dbS22 angS22 dbS23 angS23 dbS24 angS24 ! 2nd row
     dbS31 angS31 dbS32 angS32 dbS33 angS33 dbS34 angS34 ! 3rd row
     dbS41 angS41 dbS42 angS42 dbS43 angS43 dbS44 angS44 ! 4th row

To learn more about the SnP file format consult the Agilent document
cktsim.pdf p. 121 (link is on Web site next to Set #4 assignment sheet). In
4.17 no frequency is specified, but for ADS we need to give some frequencies,
so we will assume that the s-parameters given are constant over the frequency
range 1-2 GHz. Make 1.5 GHz correspond to . See discussions in
ADS_Session4.pdf/mov. The format best suited to 4.17 is the first format
above, where the parameters are entered as magnitude and angle (MA). You can
then place this 4-port component with, s4p file link, on the schematic and then
connect other components to it. Ultimately run analysis to answer the questions
posed by 4.17.
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An example of the MA format for a .s4p file is the following:
# GHZ S MA R 50
5.00000 0.60262 161.240 0.40611 -42.2029 0.42918 -66.5876 0.53640 -79.3473
        0.40611 -42.2029 0.60262 161.240 0.53640 -79.3473 0.42918 -66.5876
        0.42918 -66.5876 0.53640 -79.3473 0.60262 161.240 0.40611 -42.2029
        0.53640 -79.3473 0.42918 -66.5876 0.40611 -42.2029 0.60262 161.240
6.00000 0.57701 150.379 0.40942 -44.3428 0.41011 -81.2449 0.57554 -95.7731
        0.40942 -44.3428 0.57701 150.379 0.57554 -95.7731 0.41011 -81.2449
        0.41011 -81.2449 0.57554 -95.7731 0.57701 150.379 0.40942 -44.3428
        0.57554 -95.7731 0.41011 -81.2449 0.40942 -44.3428 0.57701 150.379
7.00000 0.50641 136.693 0.45378 -46.4151 0.37845 -99.0918 0.62802 -114.196
        0.45378 -46.4151 0.50641 136.693 0.62802 -114.196 0.37845 -99.0918
        0.37845 -99.0918 0.62802 -114.196 0.50641 136.693 0.45378 -46.4151
        0.62802 -114.196 0.37845 -99.0918 0.45378 -46.4151 0.50641 136.693

6. (Collin 4.20) For the circuit shown below find the scattering parameters.

When ,  verify that

Verify your answers in ADS by modeling  as the reactance of a 4.42 nh inductor and  as
the reactance of a 17.68 nh inductor, both satisfying the  problem statement at MHz.
You will need to use equations in the plot window. Additionally, plot all four S-parameters for

 using a Smith plot. Hint: Consider working from the ABCD parameters for one
of the two-ports on text p. 185, and then convert from ABCD to S-parameters using the tables
on text p.187.
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